Introduction
This brief note presents a simple, global, complementary variational principle for a broad class of general functions. That is, we show that a point ~ which minimizes a certain type of functional / over a set S also maximizes a computable functional /* over a set S* and satisfies/(~) =/*(*$); this fact can be used to provide error bounds for an approximate minimizer u o f / .
Complementary principles have been studied rather thoroughly for differential equations [5, 6, references therein~ and general operator extensions of the differential equation problem [7~, although primarily local principles from a somewhat different viewpoint are obtained. A global principle has been presented in [2, 91 for nonlinear boundary value problems of variational type in order to obtain variational error bounds; this present note extends those results to more general functionals.
The Main Theorem
Theorem I. Let / be a real valued nonlinear functional on a real Hilbert space H with inner product (., .), and let d minimize / on the norm closed convex set S. For each w in some given set S* ( H let a self-adjoint linear operator Pw be defined, satisfying (P~h, h} >= % (h, h} for all h in H, with % > 0. Suppose that [ is twice continuously Frechet differentiable on the set of points of the form ~v + (t --2)w for v in S, w in S*, and 2 in [0, t~, and that ([['a'~+(l_~lw--P~ (v --w), v --w} >=0 for all v in S, w in S*, and 2 in [0, t~. For each w in S*, let v~ in S be defined as the (unique) point in S minimizing ~ (Pwv, v} + (V[(w)--P~w, v}, and 
Proo/. Since ct minimizes / over the convex set S, we have <V/(Ct), s--ct> >=0 for all s in S. Let g(v)= ½<Pay, v> +<V/(Ct)--PaCt, v>. Then <s--ct, Vg(ct)> = <s --ct, Pact + V/(ct) --Pact> = <s --ct, V/(ct) > ~ 0 for all s in S.
Since the quadratic functional g (v) has g$' ~ Pa, a positive definite operator, a unique point va exists (similarly for v~ for all w in S*) and is characterized by the condition <s--va, Vg (va) > >= O; therefore v a = ~ and hence 1' (ct) == l (~). To prove that ct maximizes/*, we write, for w in S*, letting vw ~ v and P,~ ~ P for notational ease, 
[*(ct) --/*(w) = ! (ct) --l (w) --{ <v --w, P ( v --w) > --<v --w, V l (w)

/*(ct) -/ * (~) >= ~<P(ct -v ) , ct -v > +a(ct) -d (~) + <ct -~, , P~ -v / (~) > where d (u)~ ](u) --½ <Pu, u).
We have Thus ct maximizes/* over S*. To obtain the first error bound, we merely write <Pw (ct --v~,) , ct --v~,>. For the second, we write +(:_t)~ --aj (u --ct), u --ct> d t + I-<P~ (u --u) , .u. --ct> 0 > ~<~( u -a), u -c t > by the assumption on ! " --P and the necessary condition for ct to minimize ! over S, since u is in S. Q.E.D.
Inserting this we find
1" (~t) --/*(w) ~ { <P(Ct --v), ct --v> + <V/(w)
Remarks. i) Tile closedness and convexity of S are used only to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of v w for w in S and to deduce that v a = ct; these properties can be guaranteed in other ways as well.
